
Azure Innovate, a comprehensive suite of cloud services from Microsoft, is designed to help accelerate digital 
transformation journey. 

Nous offers a 3-Week Proof of Concept (POC) engagement tailored to empower organizations in crafting a 
pilot that unlocks the potential of AI, delivering unparalleled insights into innovation opportunities and paving 
the way for a successful digital transformation journey. Designed by Nous, the Azure Innovate with AI Apps 
3-week POC provides a comprehensive deployment plan to modernize or build new applications using Azure's 
cutting-edge application, database, and AI services. This exclusive offer is a gateway to harnessing the power 
of AI to help identify opportunities for innovation and create an AI roadmap for success.  

Identify: Pinpoint the perfect application within 
the business for AI-driven transformation.

Assess: Analyze the chosen application 
and define specific business needs for 
innovation.

Explore: Collaborate and explore Azure's 
vast selection of AI services, including Azure 
Open AI Services, Azure Cognitive Services, 
Machine Learning, and Data Analytics.

AZURE INNOVATE WITH AI APPS - 3 WEEK
PROOF OF CONCEPT (POC)

WEEK 1 DISCOVER THE AI POTENTIAL



Develop: Build a pilot application leveraging 
relevant Azure services customized to unique 
requirements.

Deploy: Deploy the pilot application to 
Microsoft Azure, providing users with a 
hands-on experience and early insights.

Test & Iterate: Test and analyze the pilot's 
performance, refining the solution for 
optimal results.
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Analyze: Analyze the pilot's data and 
findings, highlighting successes and areas 
for improvement.

Next Steps: Provide guidance and resources 
to ensure a smooth and successful transition 
to full-scale implementation.

Plan: Collaborate to create a comprehensive 
deployment plan for the AI solution, 
outlining the next steps and timelines.

BENEFITS

Uncover hidden value: Identify 
opportunities to improve efficiency, increase 
revenue, and enhance customer experience.

Fast-track the AI journey: Gain early 
insights and validate the AI concept 
through a pilot deployment.

Expert guidance: Benefit from the 
expertise of Nous' certified Azure architects 
and AI specialists.

Clear roadmap: Get a tailored 
deployment plan for a successful 
implementation.

DELIVERABLES

Comprehensive solution architecture utilizing 
applications, data, and AI services within the 
Azure environment.

Detailed deployment plan for modernizing or 
creating new applications, utilizing the Azure 
platform's apps, data, and AI services.

WEEK 2 PILOT THE AI SOLUTION

WEEK 3 CHART THE SUCCESS PATH


